The tables shows available dimensions in mm for direct order including the maximum length. The dimensions are valid when Strenx® 900MC and 900 Plus are delivered as cut lengths with mill edges in black condition.

### Strenx® 900MC

- **Width (mm)**: 870 - 1001, 1481 - 1501, 1511 - 1526, 1551 - 1601, 1626 - 1651, 1676 - 1701, 1726 - 1751, 1751 - 1801
- **Thickness (mm)**: 1000, 1480, 1500, 1525, 1550, 1600, 1625, 1650, 1675, 1700, 1725, 1750, 1800, 1860

### Strenx® 900 Plus

- **Width (mm)**: 880 - 1141, 1201, 1251, 1301, 1471, 1510, 1530, 1550, 1600, 1800
- **Thickness (mm)**: 1140, 1200, 1250, 1300, 1470, 1510, 1530, 1550, 1600, 1800

The tables are valid when Strenx® 900MC and 900 Plus are delivered as cut lengths with mill edges in black condition.

### Dimensional limitations

- **Min. length**: 1500 mm
- **Min. bundle weight**: 2 ton
- **Min position weight**: one coil (17 kg/width-mm) cut into cut to length sheets of the same thickness and width.
- **Delivery weight accuracy**: +/- 10%, at least -2 tons and +3 tons.

*Before placing an order with length over 13600 mm, please contact your local sales representative for more information regarding suitable transportation options.*